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  We recently received preliminary 15.1 Alpha Code Charts generated by Mr. Michel Suignard. Per decisions on previous UTC meeting, 

this version features KP glyphs in URO, Extension A and Extension B blocks of CJK Unified Ideographs. Using IDS program, we 

checked over the code charts to see if there is any major issues in them. We checked: 

(1) Wrong mappings, checked by IDS and reading to determine if the code point given by KP in Unihan and the font matches in 

shape and meaning; 

(2) If the count of components matches other sources (so potentially could be disunified or resubmitted in future working sets). 

 

  Among all differences from IDS program, most of them are simply unifiable components, but some of them are worth noting and 

shown in the following tables. As a conclusion, we can confirm there is no major issues found in the new Code Charts, and there's 

no need to remap any code points. 

 

 

1) cognate and unifiable by UCV rules 

  The KP glyph on the code point in first column is identical or more similar to the glyph on the second column. That's because 

there are unifiable ideograph pairs on Unicode. While the actual shape is more similar to the second column, font designer should 

have designed them based on the first column's abstract shape so there is no issue in code point mapping. 

rick
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Current KP mapping Another possible mapping KP Glyph Other sources' glyphs Notes 

U+3BDE U+23693 㯞 
 

 

U+418B U+9F9D 䆋 
 

glyphs of two code points 

got mixed 

U+4CF9 U+2A13A 䳹 
 

 

U+4E17 U+2000D 丗 
 

 

U+5C12 U+21B57 尒 
 

 

U+5C35 U+2BD52 尵 
 

 

U+657B U+22FCC 敻 
 

 



U+8B82 U+27B66 讂 
 

 

U+6685 U+23236 暅 
 

 

U+66DA U+232E1 曚 
 

 

U+702C U+7028 瀬 
 

瀨's KP taken by KP0-

DAA4 

U+720B U+24455 爋 
 

 

U+7589 U+24D01 疉 
 

glyphs of two code points 

got mixed 



U+76CF U+2506B 盏 
 

 

U+7C06 U+25C83 簆 
 

 

U+8346 U+834A 荆 
 

荊's KP source taken by 

KP0-F3EC 

U+96DF U+5DC2 雟 
 

 

U+981A U+2948D 頚 
 

 

U+217EE U+5A90 𡟮 
 

 

U+239F7 U+2C194 𣧷 
 

 



U+249E8 U+746F 𤧨 
 

瑯's KP taken by KP0-

D7D7 

U+24ACA U+2919C 𤫊 
 

 

U+24B3E U+2C3A8 𤬾 
 

 

U+24C67 U+2DED0 𤱧 
 

 

U+2579B U+2E0C4 𥞛 
 

 

U+257D9 U+257DF 𥟙 
 

 

U+27070 U+85D1 𧁰 
 

 

U+27BD5 U+27BD6 𧯕 
 

 



U+29A14 U+5C33 𩨔 
 

 

U+29B3B U+2EAC4 𩬻 
 

 

 

2) cognate but NUCV 

  On following two cases, the code point pair are variant and cognate, however the different part is on a NUCV entry. 

Current KP mapping Another possible mapping KP Glyph Other sources' glyphs for col.2 Notes 

U+7222 U+3E0F 爢 
 

cognate but NUCV 

U+7F80 U+2E29A 羀 
 

cognate but NUCV 

 

3) cognate, different in shape 

Current KP mapping Another possible mapping KP Glyph Other sources' glyphs for col.2 Notes 

U+6138 ⿱𠡠心 愸 
 

Left top corner is 来 and 

unencoded. Both glyphs 

are variant of 整. 



U+8901 U+2E590 褁 
 

Cognate, as new glyph in 

Ext. F so couldn't be 

wrong mapping and 

should possibly be wrong 

design. 

U+2297B U+2D7E7 𢥻 
 

Cognate, second glyph in 

Ext. F so couldn't be 

wrong mapping. 

U+24454 U+2C2D6 𤑔 
 

Cognate, both 

calligraphical variant of 

爇, second glyph is on 

Ext. E so couldn't be 

wrong mapping. 

U+246D8 ⿰牛莾 𤛘 
 

莾 is a variant of 莽, 

don't know if this is 

intended, but can't be 

wrong mapping. ⿰牛莾 

and ⿰ 骨 莾 are not 

encoded1. 

U+29A8E ⿰骨莾 𩪎 
 

 

 

 

                                                
1 Sim's opinion: component 莾 and 莽 should be unified. 



4) other issues 

Current KP mapping Another possible? mapping KP Glyph Other sources' glyphs for col.2 Notes 

U+5609 U+2B158 嘉 
 

Identical shape, but 𫅘's 

current glyph is a wrong 

update from TCA in 

version 6.1, see IRG 

N2519. 
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